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INTRODUCTION 

Appellant Defendant-Intervenors Sportsmen’s Alliance Foundation (“SAF”) 

and Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation (“RMEF”) respectfully submit this reply brief 

in support of their appeal of the District Court’s judgment vacating and remanding 

the June 30, 2017 Final Rule issued by Defendant-Appellant U.S. Fish and Wildlife 

Service (“FWS”) regarding the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem (“GYE”) population 

of grizzly bears.  82 Fed.Reg. 305032 (FWS ER 83-214) (“GYE Grizzly Delisting 

Rule”).  As recounted in the SAF/RMEF opening brief (DE 78), FWS in the GYE 

Grizzly Delisting Rule recognized that population as a distinct population segment 

(“DPS”), found that DPS to be recovered, and removed it from the list of threatened 

species under the Endangered Species Act (“ESA”).  

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

 Appellees provide little response on the merits to SAF/RMEF’s opening brief.  

Instead, they mostly challenge SAF/RMEF’s showing of standing in that brief.  Even 

though the affected agency (FWS) has appealed, Appellees also argue at length that 

the District Court’s judgment is not “final” and appealable under 28 U.S.C. § 1291 

because it remanded as well as vacated the GYE Grizzly Delisting Rule.   

Appellees’ jurisdictional arguments lack merit.  Under this Court’s precedent, 

when the affected federal agency appeals, this Court hears together the federal appeal 

and other appeals by non-federal appellants.  Pit River Tribe v. U.S. Forest Service, 
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615 F.3d 1069, 1076-77 (9th Cir. 2010) (discussing City of Santa Clara v. Andrus, 

572 F.2d 660 (9th Cir. 1978) and reconciling it with Alsea Valley Alliance v. Dep’t of 

Commerce, 358 F.3d 1181, 1184 (9th Cir. 2004)).  This Court does not hear the 

federal appeal first and require other appellants to defer their appeals of the same 

district court order until the federal agency finishes proceedings on remand.  That 

approach would result in the piecemeal consideration of multiple appeals at different 

times – the very situation that the finality requirement of 28 U.S.C. § 1291 strives to 

prevent.  See also, Greater Yellowstone Coalition, Inc. v. Servheen, 665 F.3d 1015, 

1023 (9th Cir. 2011) (deciding in 2011 both federal and non-federal appeals from the 

District Court’s 2009 Order vacating and remanding FWS’s 2007 GYE grizzly 

delisting rule – issuing decision resolving the appeals long before FWS completed in 

2017 the remand proceedings that the District Court had ordered in 2009). 

 With respect to standing, SAF/RMEF established their injuries in their opening 

briefs.  In this reply, SAF/RMEF satisfy demands that Appellees make for more 

factual detail, regardless of whether the additional detail is really necessary.  

 With respect to the merits, SAF/RMEF respond briefly to the very few 

substantive responses Appellees offer to SAF/RMEF’s arguments on the merits. 

ARGUMENT 

I. The District Court’s Judgment is a final appealable order. 
 

Appellees make a misplaced argument that the District Court’s summary 
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judgment order (FWS ER 2-49) and accompanying “final judgment” (FWS ER 1) do 

not constitute a final appealable order under 28 U.S.C. § 1291, because the District 

Court vacated and remanded the GYE Delisting Rule, as opposed to just vacating it.  

Appellees cite Alsea Valley Alliance v. Dep’t of Commerce, 358 F.3d 1181, 1184 

(9th Cir. 2004).  Appellees acknowledge as they must that the order is “final” under 

the Alsea precedent as to U.S. FWS, but contend it is non-final as to issue raised by 

other Appellants.  Appellees thus ask this Court to hear some of the issues now 

(those raised by FWS) and defer other issues (those raised by the other Appellants) 

until FWS completes the remand, resulting in piecemeal consideration of appeals at 

different times – exactly what § 1291 exists to prevent. 

This case comes before this Court following the District Court’s determination 

that FWS “failed to make a reasoned decision, as required by the APA, when it 

delisted the Greater Yellowstone grizzly.”  FWS ER 48, p. 47.  The District Court 

held that FWS did not properly analyze the “legal and functional impact of delisting” 

the GYE grizzly population on other grizzly populations outside of the GYE and, 

further, was arbitrary and capricious in analyzing the threats to GYE grizzlies.  Id.  It 

granted Plaintiffs’ motions for summary judgment and denied Defendants’ and 

Defendant-Intervenors’ cross-motions for summary judgment.  Id.  The District 

Court vacated and remanded the GYE Grizzly Delisting Final Rule.  Id. at 49.  

Following the District Court’s summary judgment order, the Clerk entered an order 
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stating that “final judgment is entered in favor of the Plaintiffs” and closed the 

consolidated cases.  FWS ER 1.  

Finality, also known as “the final judgment rule,” is statutory test to determine 

when district court decisions resolving litigation are ready for appellate review: 

The courts of appeals … shall have jurisdiction of appeals from all 
final decisions of the district courts of the United States….  

 
28 U.S.C. § 1291.  In keeping with the “general congressional policy against 

piecemeal review” expressed by the Supreme Court in Carson v. American Brands, 

Inc., 450 U.S. 79, 84 (1981), the overall inquiry under § 1291 “requires some 

evaluation of the competing considerations underlying all finality—‘the 

inconvenience and costs of piecemeal review on the one hand and the danger of 

denying justice by delay on the other.’”  Stone v. Heckler, 722 F.2d 464, 467 (9th 

Cir. 1983) (quoting Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin, 417 U.S. 156, 171 (1974)).  “The 

final judgment rule promotes judicial efficiency, avoids multiplicity of litigation and 

minimizes delay by forbid[ding] piecemeal disposition on appeal of what for 

practical purposes is a single controversy.”  American States Ins. Co. v. Dastar 

Corp., 318 F.3d 881, 884 (9th Cir. 2003) (quoting Dannenburg v. Software 

Toolworks Inc., 16 F.3d 1073, 1074 (9th Cir. 1994)) (internal citations and quotation 

marks omitted).  In assessing the requirement of finality, the courts have traditionally 

applied a “practical rather than a technical construction” of § 1291.  Sierra Forest 

Legacy v. Sherman, 646 F.3d 1161, 1175 (9th Cir. 2011); Gillespie v. U.S. Steel 
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Corp., 379 U.S. 148, 152 (1964) (quoting Cohen v. Beneficial Indus. Loan 

Corp., 337 U.S. 541, 546 (1949)). 

The finality inquiry normally takes place in a context in which requiring 

deferral of appellate review until later will result in a complete deferral of appellate 

review as to all issues until the agency or judicial proceedings involved reach some 

final conclusion, rather than consideration of some issues now, and others later. 

This case does not present that normal situation – FWS is appealing now and 

unquestionably may do so under Alsea, because it must apply the standards 

articulated by the District Court on remand, and cannot appeal from its own decision 

applying those standards, which it believes are erroneous.  Alsea, 358 F.3d at 1184.  

The Court will thus either hear all appeals now or segment consideration of appeals 

so that some are heard now and other later (i.e. piecemeal appeals). 

The most pertinent case law in this situation is this Court’s reconciliation in Pit 

River Tribe of two prior cases: Alsea and City of Santa Clara v. Andrus.  Pit River 

Tribe v. U.S. Forest Service, 615 F.3d 1069, 1076-77 (9th Cir. 2010) (discussing City 

of Santa Clara v. Andrus, 572 F.2d 660 (9th Cir. 1978)).  This Court in Pit River 

considered a lawsuit filed by a non-federal party against a federal agency under 

environmental statutes, seeking to set aside a land use leasing decision.  615 F.3d at 

1074.  The district court ruled for the non-federal plaintiff and issued a remand order 

that required the agency to reconsider its leasing decision, but not start the leasing 
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process from scratch, as the plaintiff had wanted.  Id.  The plaintiff appealed, seeking 

to alter the terms of the remand to provide it greater relief.  The federal agency 

defendant did not appeal.  The court in Pit River applied Alsea to declare the district 

court remand non-final.  Id. at 1074-75. 

Importantly, this Court in Pit River analyzed City of Santa Clara, which 

involved circumstances like Pit River and Alsea, except that in City of Santa Clara, 

both the non-federal appellant (a plaintiff seeking to change the terms of remand) and 

the federal agency defendant appealed the district court’s remand order.  City of 

Santa Clara, 572 F.2d at 663.  This Court in City of Santa Clara held the district 

court’s remand order to be “final” under § 1291 and so heard and decided both the 

federal and non-federal appeals.  Id. at 663, 665-66.  In reconciling these precedents, 

the Court in Pit River drew the dividing line based on this distinction (whether the 

federal agency had also filed its own appeal): 

City of Santa Clara is distinguishable. In that case, both the 
plaintiff and the relevant agency sought review of the district court's 
remand order. 572 F.2d at 663. City of Santa Clara therefore falls 
within the exception discussed in Alsea, which permits an agency’s 
appeal of a remand order where the agency will otherwise be 
effectively foreclosed from appealing post-remand. 
 

Pit River, at 1076 (emphasis in original).1  Because here both federal and non-federal 

appellants (including SAF/RMEF) are appealing an order from a district court that 
                                                 
1  Further, Pit River acknowledged that “Alsea did not announce a hard-and-fast 
rule prohibiting a non-agency litigant from appealing a remand order.”  615 F.3d at 
1075 (9th Cir. 2010); DE 96, p. 8. 
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remands and vacates an agency decision, City of Santa Clara establishes finality. 

The adverse posture of the federal defendant appellant and non-federal 

plaintiff appellant in City of Santa Clara precludes any suggestion here that finality 

only exists under the City of Santa Clara precedent if the federal appellant and non-

federal appellant present the very same claims and issues on appeal.  As adverse 

parties, the federal defendant appellant and the non-federal plaintiff appellant in City 

of Santa Clara case presented different (indeed, opposing) claims of error.  572 F.2d 

at 666, 669.  Those differences were far greater than the nuanced differences among 

the arguments made here by defendant FWS and the aligned defendant-intervenors.   

City of Santa Clara applies regardless of whether the federal appellant and the 

non-federal appellant are procedurally aligned.  There is no indication in the City of 

Santa Clara opinion or the analysis of that opinion in Pit River that procedural 

alignment or non-alignment matters.  As noted above, the finality doctrine strives to 

promote judicial efficiency, avoid multiplicity of litigation, and minimize delays, by 

avoiding piecemeal disposition on appeals.  American States Ins. Co., 318 F.3d at 

884.  These purposes would be achieved by hearing all the appeals together in the 

present case, but frustrated by now hearing FWS (and plaintiff cross-appellant Aland, 

who is aligned against FWS), while deferring the defendant-intervenors appeals. 

This conclusion is buttressed by the procedural history of the first round of 

GYE grizzly delisting litigation.  After the District of Montana in 2009 “vacated and 
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remanded” FWS’s 2007 GYE Grizzly delisting rule, both FWS and various 

defendant-intervenors appealed, without waiting for FWS to complete action on 

remand (FWS completed action on remand years later in 2017).  This Court heard all 

the appeals together (there were no cross-appeals).  Greater Yellowstone Coalition, 

Inc. v. Servheen, 665 F.3d 1015, 1023 (9th Cir. 2011) (the list of appellants is in the 

opinion caption).  The Court found finality as it held it had jurisdiction under 28 

U.S.C. § 1291.  665 F.3d at 1023 

Other factors unique to this litigation support finding practical finality under § 

1291, independent of the presence of the federal agency appeal.  In addition to almost 

nine years passing between the District Court’s 2009 vacatur and remand of the 2007 

GYE grizzly delisting rule and FWS’s issuance of the 2017 GYE Grizzly Delisting 

Rule, both final rules were preceded by their own proposed rules, resulting in two 

different lengthy administrative records (the 2007 rule spanned 86 Federal Register 

pages, while the 2017 rule spanned 132 pages).  Under the final judgment rule, non-

final orders issued during the course of the litigation become final and appealable 

when proceedings later conclude.  Wright & Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure, 

§ 3905.1 (collecting cases); see also, Los Angeles Mem. Coliseum Com’n v. National 

Football League, 791 F.2d 1356, 1359-60 (9th Cir. 1986) (“[A]n appeal from the 

final judgment draws in question all earlier non-final orders and all rulings which 

produced the judgment.”).  Thus the effect of the final judgment rule is supposed to 
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be the deferral of appeal, not the denial of any right to ever appeal.  Accordingly, any 

indication that deferral of appeal may result as a practical matter in the denial of any 

opportunity to ever appeal is a consideration in favor of determining the district court 

order under review to be final  and appealable.  See Sierra Forest Legacy, 646 F.3d 

at 1175 (test to evaluate finality is practical rather than theoretical). 

Here, it will be impracticable and quite likely impossible for defendant-

intervenor-appellants to wait until the next FWS decision on remand, and then 

belatedly appeal rulings in the 2018 District Court Order.  Because defendant-

intervenors would not appeal a favorable FWS ruling on remand, any appeal would 

need to be premised on a showing that errors in the 2018 District Court rulings 

caused FWS to later make an erroneous decision on remand that was adverse to 

defendant-intervenors.2  Particularly given the new administrative record that would 

exist when FWS eventually rules on remand, that causation chain would likely be too 

long and attenuated for any deferred appeal of the 2018 District Court Order to be 

realistic.  The 2018 District Court order by then would be “water under the bridge.” 

By contrast, a successful appeal now would allow FWS to avoid implementing 

on remand an erroneous District Court ruling.  In short, the “practical” nature of the 

finality inquiry supports this Court’s decision in 2011 to hear appeals from both 

federal and non-federal appellants from the order vacating and remanding the 2007 

                                                 
2  We cannot presume that FWS will rule in favor of defendant-intervenors on 
remand. 
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GYE grizzly delisting order.  This Court should again take that practical approach 

this second time around the block. 

II. SAF/RMEF have standing to appeal for two separate reasons: (1) other 
Appellant Intervenors raising the same claim possess standing and (2) 
SAF/RMEF independently satisfy the Article III standing requirements.  
 
SAF/RMEF have standing to appeal independently in their own right, and also 

may rely on the standing of fellow appellant Idaho and other fellow appellants. 

i. SAF/RMEF has standing to appeal because another Appellant, Idaho, 
is appealing the same issue and also has standing to appeal. 

 
SAF/RMEF adopt the arguments of fellow Appellants that defendant-

intervenors, including SAF/RMEF, need not independently demonstrate standing 

where a fellow litigant has standing.  FWS reply brief (DE 124, p. 5) and Wyoming 

reply brief (DE 134, p. 7).  As this Court has said in the context of multiple plaintiffs, 

“[w]here the legal issues on appeal are fairly raised by one plaintiff [who] had 

standing to bring the suit….,” the court need not inquire into whether the other 

plaintiffs have standing.  Planned Parenthood of Idaho, Inc. v. Wasden, 376 F.3d 

908, 918 (9th Cir. 2004) (internal quotation marks omitted).  As explained below, the 

same principle holds true for defendants and defendant-intervenors pursuing an 

appeal. 

Standing is dispensed on a claim-by-claim basis.  Davis v. Federal Election 

Comm’n, 554 U.S. 724, 734 (2008).  Accordingly, so long as one party with standing 

presents a claim on appeal, another party presenting the same claim on appeal need 
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not independently demonstrate its own Article III standing.  This legal doctrine is 

known as mutual standing or piggybacking.3  Here, all appellants are united in their 

belief that the District Court erred in ruling on several issues.  Five appellants (Idaho, 

Wyoming, SAF/RMEF, Safari Club International and National Rifle Association 

(“SCI/NRA”), and Wyoming Farm Bureau) are even more closely united in their 

claim on appeal that the District Court’s order vacating and remanding the 2017 

GYE Grizzly Delisting Rule must be reversed in its entirety.  These five appellants 

present the same claim.  See Davis, 554 U.S. at 734. 

The simplest path for this analysis is to review the standing of Idaho.  Idaho 

not only raises the same claim as SAF/RMEF (that the District Court’s Order must 

be reversed in its entirety), but also presents the same arguments (issues) for why the 

District Court must be reversed.  In its opening brief, SAF/RMEF argued: “The 

District Court Erroneously Held that FWS Had Not Considered the Legal and 

Functional Impact of GYE Grizzly Delisting on the Other Populations of Grizzly 

Bears.”  DE 78, p. 9.  Similarly, in its opening brief, Idaho argued: “The district court 

                                                 
3  See Planned Parenthood of Idaho, Inc. v. Wasden, 376 F.3d 908, 918 (9th Cir. 
2004) (“On appeal, Planned Parenthood articulates no independent theory for its 
standing.  It instead piggybacks on Weyhrich, defending the district court’s 
conclusion that because Planned Parenthood shares an attorney with Weyhrich, its 
presence in the suit poses no threat of enhanced legal fees, and that because 
Weyhrich has standing, we need not decide whether Planned Parenthood may 
maintain this suit.  We agree that there is no reason to address Planned Parenthood’s 
standing.  Where the legal issues on appeal are fairly raised by ‘one plaintiff [who] 
had standing to bring the suit, the court need not consider the standing of the other 
plaintiffs.’”) (emphasis added). 
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erred in rejecting FWS’ explanation that the extant lower-48 listing grizzly bear 

continued to have legal force outside the delisted GYE grizzly bear DPS.”  DE 63, p. 

14.  Both present the same issue, asserting that FWS adequately assessed and 

explained the impacts upon grizzly populations outside of the GYE grizzly bear DPS 

in compliance with the D.C. Circuit’s holding in Humane Society, 865 F.3d 585 

(D.C. Cir. 2017).4  Idaho shows that it has Article III standing in its Opening Brief 

(DE 63, pp. 8-9) and Response and Reply Brief (DE 135, pp. 10-18).  Idaho has 

standing, and thus SAF/RMEF are not required to independently demonstrate 

standing as SAF/RMEF pursue the same claim (indeed the same issues) as Idaho.5 

Appellee Alliance for Wild Rockies (“Alliance”) is simply wrong in its 

assertion that mutual standing principles are inapplicable because the primary 

original party (FWS) is only seeking partial reversal of the District Court Order.  

Appellee Alliance strives unpersuasively to limit the mutual standing doctrine by 

crafting a limitation under which only an original “primary party” with independent 
                                                 
4  Because the arguments and issues presented by Idaho and SAF/RMEF are very 
similar, there is no need to define the precise boundaries of the word “claim.”  While 
standing is dispensed at the claim level, Davis, supra, and “claims” are surely 
broader than the precise issues and arguments presented in support of claims, here 
the issues and arguments closely match, so the “claim” presented also matches.    

5   The same result is reached analyzing the standing of the State of Wyoming as 
a source of mutual standing of other intervenors.  DE 132, pp. 14-24.  For that 
matter, SCI/NRA and Wyoming Farm Bureau also have standing and also raise 
similar issues, and are clearly fellow litigants.  While Idaho’s brief is most similar to 
SAF/RMEF’s, any of the appellants in the group pressing for complete reversal can 
supply standing for the group.  Planned Parenthood of Idaho, Inc., 376 F.3d at 918. 
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standing (here FWS) can be the source of mutual standing for other aligned parties, 

while intervenors could not be the source of mutual standing for other aligned 

parties.  See DE 93, p. 4.  However, the doctrine of mutual standing applies without 

regard to whether a party is an original party or an intervenor.  “[W]hen there are 

multiple plaintiffs: At least one plaintiff must have standing to seek each form of 

relief requested in the complaint.  That principle also applies to intervenors of right: 

For all relief sought, there must be a litigant with standing, whether that litigant 

joins the lawsuit as a plaintiff, a coplaintiff, or an intervenor of right.”  Town of 

Chester, N.Y. v. Laroe Estate, Inc., 137 S.Ct. 1645, 1647 (2017) (emphasis added).6 

Overlooking Town of Chester, Appellee Alliance cites to the U.S. Supreme 

Court’s ruling in Virginia House of Delegates v. Bethune-Hill, 139 S.Ct. 1945, 1951 

(2019) (“Bethune-Hill”).  In Bethune-Hill, a redistricting case, plaintiffs sued 

Virginia election agencies.  The Virginia House of Delegates and its Speaker joined 

the case as intervenor defendants and pressed an appeal to the Supreme Court that the 

named defendants (the state agencies) did not.  Id. at 1950.  Appellee Alliance relies 

on the statement in Bethune-Hill that “to appeal a decision that the primary party 

does not challenge, an intervenor must independently demonstrate standing.”  DE 

                                                 
6   While the U.S. Supreme Court and Ninth Circuit have “not addressed whether 
permissive intervenors are subject to the same requirement,” other courts have 
logically found that permissive intervenors are subject to the same rules on these 
issues as intervenors of rights.  California v. Health and Human Services, 330 F.R.D. 
248, 254, n. 2 (N.D. Cal. 2019); Franciscan Alliance, Inc., et al. v. Azar, et al., No. 
7:16-cv-00108-O, 2019 WL 5157100, *5, n. 3 (N.D. Tex. 2019).   
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93, p. 14 (quoting Bethune-Hill, 139 S.Ct. at 1951 - emphasis added).  The citation is 

entirely out of context.  The Supreme Court collectively referred to the two 

intervenors, the House of Delegates and its Speaker, in the singular as “the House,” 

and there was no suggestion that one intervenor might have independent standing 

that the other intervenor lacked.  139 S.Ct. at 1950.  The correct legal standard is 

articulated more precisely in Town of Chester, in the context of plaintiffs and 

plaintiff-intervenors (which should be the same as in the present context of 

defendants and defendant-intervenors).  There the Court held there must be “a 

litigant with standing,” whether it be an original plaintiff or intervenor.  137 S.Ct. at 

1647 (full quotation above). 

The Supreme Court in Bethune-Hill cites to Wittman v. Personhuballah, 136 

S.Ct. 1732 (2016).  Wittman involved a redistricting issue and, on appeal, the named 

defendant Commonwealth of Virginia did not pursue the appeal while the individual 

intervenors did.  Wittman, at 1736.  The Court found that none of the three 

intervenors could adequately satisfy Article III standing and, therefore, could not 

appeal.  Id. at 1737.  Notably the Court did not require that each of the three 

intervenors establish their own standing – it inquired into whether at least one of the 

three intervenors had standing, as the primary party was not appealing.  Similarly, 

this Court in Oregon Prescription Drug Monitoring Program v. U.S. Drug Enf’t 

Admin. inquired into whether at least one of three plaintiff intervenors had standing, 
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because the intervenors sought relief different than the original plaintiff, the State of 

Oregon, 860 F.3d 1228, 1233-34 (9th Cir. 2017).  This Court likewise did not 

suggest that all three intervenors each had to make their own standing showing.  Id. 7  

 Because fellow defendant-intervenor Idaho has standing and is pursuing on 

appeal the same claim as SAF/RMEF (reversal of the District Court order in its 

entirety), and indeed is pursuing the same issues and arguments as SAF/RMEF in 

support of that claim, SAF/RMEF need not demonstrate their own standing. 

ii. SAF/RMEF independently satisfy Article III standing requirements. 

In any event, to the extent the Court finds it necessary, SAF/RMEF have 

independent standing.8  SAF/RMEF demonstrated standing in its opening brief, with 

which they supplied five standing declarations that they had previously supplied to 

the District Court in support of their successful motion for intervention.  SAF/RMEF 

ER 1-30 (DE 79).  Appellee Alliance for the Wild Rockies makes various counter-

arguments challenging this showing of standing.  DE 93 at 24-33. 
                                                 
7  Allowing an intervenor defendant to be a source for mutual standing for other 
intervenor defendants better serves a key function of Fed.R.Civ.P. 24, which is to 
prevent decisions by the plaintiff in choosing the named defendants from unilaterally 
controlling the list of parties eligible to defend their interests in the lawsuit.  
8  As explained in the SAF/RMEF opening brief, the Article III standing 
requirements are “injury in fact,” causation, and redressability, and the appellant 
defendant intervenor must show that “the intervenor’s interests have been adversely 
affected by the judgment.”  Organized Village of Kake v. U.S. Dep’t of Ag., 795 F.3d 
956, 963 (9th Cir. 2015) (quoting Didrickson v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, 982 F.2d 
1332, 1338 (9th Cir. 1992)); DE 78, pp. 3-4.  As associations, SAF/RMEF have 
standing to represent their members in seeking redress for their members’ injuries.  
Hunt v. Washington State Apple Advertising Comm’n, 432 U.S. 333, 342-43 (1977).  
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In their opening brief on appeal (DE 78 at 3-5), SAF/RMEF demonstrated 

three injuries to association members or the associations that were caused by the 

District Court’s decision and redressable through reversal of that decision: 

1. Hunting grizzly bears.  By re-imposing the ESA “take” prohibition, and thus 

banning hunting of grizzly bears, the District Court’s order deprives members 

of these hunting associations (SAF/RMEF) of the ability to carry out plans to 

hunt grizzly bears, both as hunters and as guides for other hunters.  

SAF/RMEF supplied opening declarations to document this injury.  

SAF/RMEF ER 6, 12, 14, 21 (Heusinkveld Dec. ¶¶ 8, 9; Denny Dec. ¶ 12; 

Holland Dec. ¶ 12).  In response, Appellee Alliance claim it was necessary to 

prove that specific SAF/RMEF members made concrete plans to hunt by 

entering the Wyoming and Idaho lotteries for permits to participate in the fall, 

2018 grizzly hunt.  Appellee Alliance goes so far as to contend that 

SAF/RMEF members must have won permits in those lotteries (the specific 

lotteries held for the cancelled 2018 grizzly hunt). 

2. Protecting hunting dogs.  The District Court’s order deprives members of these 

hunting associations of the ability to use force to prevent a grizzly bear from 

attacking a hunting dog while hunting other species.  SAF/RMEF ER 5, 14; 50 

C.F.R. 17.21(c)(2) and 17.3(a) (ESA prohibition on “take” of grizzly bears 

does not contain an exception for defense of hunting dogs).  SAF filed two 
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opening declarations, one from its President recounting reports from members 

of bear attacks on their hunting dogs, and one from a member who is an 

experienced hunting guide active in Wyoming who strives to avoid bringing 

hunting dogs into grizzly areas for safety reasons.  SAF/RMEF ER 5, 14 

(Heusinkveld Dec. ¶¶ 6. 7; Denny Dec. ¶ 10).  In response, Appellee Alliance 

questioned the factual premise of whether grizzly bears would attack hunting 

dogs in the field, contending that SAF was recycling arguments regarding 

protecting hunting dogs from wolves.  However, Appellee Alliance offered no 

evidence that grizzly bears differ from wolves in proclivity to attack dogs. 

3. Protecting RMEF’s financial investment in elk habitat and elk hunting. RMEF 

(Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation) has invested substantial sums in protecting 

and enhancing thousands of acres of wildlife habitat on public and private 

lands in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem through conservation easements, 

land acquisitions and habitat stewardship projects.  These efforts benefit 

wildlife, and many of them provide increased opportunities for the public as 

well as RMEF/SAF members to hunt and otherwise enjoy the elk and other 

wildlife.  Elk habitat overlaps grizzly habitat and grizzlies are substantial 

predators of elk.  The District Court’s order threatens to reduce elk hunting 

and other opportunities created by RMEF’s habitat-improvement expenditures.  

SAF/RMEF ER 19-30.  To detail this issue, RMEF supplied a detailed opening 
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declaration focusing on the investment in Elk habitat.  Id., SAF/RMEF ER 19-

21 (Holland Dec.).  RMEF supplied two declarations from members whose 

opportunity to hunt elk, including on or near RMEF-protected lands, is limited 

by grizzly predation on elk and/or hunter safety issues resulting from large 

grizzly populations.  Id., SAF/RMEF ER 24-29 (Brock Dec. and Johnson 

Dec.)  Another declaration also supports this point.  Id., SAF/RMEF ER 13 

(Denny Dec. ¶ 9).  Appellee Alliance responds by attacking as “speculative” 

the causation link between grizzly population levels and elk population levels. 

Appellee Alliance demands far more supporting detail in the SAF/RMEF 

standing declarations than is legally required.  Standing imposes “relatively modest 

requirements.”  San Luis & Delta-Mendota Water Auth. v. Salazar, 638 F.3d 1163, 

1169 (9th Cir. 2011) (internal quotation and citation omitted).  An organization’s 

members can demonstrate an injury in fact through a geographical nexus and a 

“credible allegation of desired future use.”  Ecological Rights Found. v. Pac. Lumber 

Co., 230 F.3d 1141, 1149 (9th Cir. 2000) (citing Friends of the Earth, Inc. v. Laidlaw 

Envt’l Servs. (TOC), Inc., 528 U.S. 167, 181-84 (2000)).  These considerations apply 

with particular force where (as here) the appeal is of a grant of summary judgment, 

because the appellees must show there are no genuine disputed issues of material fact 

regarding standing.  Fed.R.Civ.P. 56. 

Moreover, as they are entitled to do so under this Court’s precedent, 
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SAF/RMEF supply with this Reply the further details the Alliance demands: 9 

1. Hunting grizzly bears – additional details.  To satisfy Appellees’ demand 

for details, SAF/RMEF supply with this Reply brief two additional 

declarations from two RMEF members attesting that they sought hunting 

permits in Wyoming for the fall 2018 grizzly hunt cancelled by the District 

Court’s Order.  One member won a permit in the lottery Wyoming held.  

SAF/RMEF FER 6 (Williams Dec. ¶¶ 2-3).  The other applied for a 

Wyoming grizzly permit and did not win it, but could still have experienced 

the hunt with his son, who applied for and did win such a permit.  Id. at 3 

(Emery Dec. ¶¶ 2-4).10  Thus, to the extent participation or even successful 

participation in the permit lottery was necessary to show concrete plans to 

participate in the cancelled grizzly hunt (it was not), SAF/RMEF meet that 
                                                 
9  “Because standing as not at issue in earlier proceedings, we hold that 
petitioners in this case were entitled to establish standing anytime during the 
briefing phase.  We consider the affidavits solely to determine whether petitioners 
have standing to bring this action.”  Nw. Envtl. Def. Ctr. v. Bonneville Power Admin., 
117 F.3d 1520, 1527-28 (9th Cir. 1997) (emphasis added).  The adversarial process is 
built on parties enhancing their evidentiary presentations in response to objections 
and counter-evidence from the other party.  Normally that back-and-forth process 
takes place in the District Court.  Here this process takes place in the Court of 
Appeals, because SAF/RMEF were not required to show standing in the District 
Court.  Didrickson v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, 982 F.2d 1332, 1338 (9th Cir. 1992).  
10  See also, SAF/RMEF FER 9 (Reply Declaration of SAF President 
Heusinkveld noting that RMEF is an organizational member of SAF, and that SAF 
strives to defend the interests of members of its organizational members); 
SAF/RMEF ER 21 (Declaration of RMEF officer Holland noting at paragraph 12 
that RMEF supports its members’ efforts to hunt grizzly bears).   
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standard.11  In addition, as noted above, SAF/RMEF supplied with their 

opening brief the declaration of a local hunting guide (a SAF member), 

who could work for any hunter who won a permit, and would not need her 

own grizzly permit.  See SAF/RMEF ER 14-15 (Denny Dec. ¶¶ 12-13). 

2. Protecting hunting dogs – additional details.  All three States allow use of 

hunting dogs in pursing various species.  Appellee Alliance demands more 

evidence supporting the threat of grizzly attacks upon dogs.  SAF supplies a 

reply declaration from its President that reviews scientific literature 

concluding that grizzly bears are likely to attack dogs they encounter.  

SAF/RMEF FER 9 (Reply Heusinkveld Dec. ¶ 3, attaching Charles Jonkel, 

Grizzly/ Brown Bears, THE HANDBOOK: PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF 

WILDLIFE DAMAGE, C-22 (1994): “[t]he sight or smell of a dog may attract 

a bear and stimulate an attack… When in trouble, the dog may come 

running back to the owner with the bear in pursuit”).12  That Reply 

Declaration further cites to reports of bear attacks upon dogs, including: 1) 

a pheasant hunter who shot a grizzly charging him after it attacked his 

                                                 
11  Participation in the permit lottery is not necessary, as SCI/NRA are showing in 
their reply brief being filed concurrently with the SAF/RMEF reply.   
12  Because the issue of standing is not limited to the administrative record, the 
cited article is included in the SAF/RMEF FER as a schedule to the Reply 
Heusinkveld Dec.  It is also available at:  

https://digitalcommons.unl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1028&context=icwdmhandbook. 
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hunting dog; 2) a black bear who first attacked a hiker’s dogs and 

proceeded to attack her.  SAF/RMEF FER 7-27.  In addition SAF member, 

Angela Denny, detailed in her declaration (submitted with the SAF/RMEF 

opening brief) her perception of the risk of grizzly attacks upon her hunting 

dogs, forcing her to carefully tailor her hunting habits and travels to avoid a 

grizzly attack on her dogs.  SAF/RMEF ER 13-14 (Denny Dec. ¶¶ 9-11). 

3. Protecting elk habitat and elk hunting – additional details.  While the 

standing inquiry is not limited to the administrative record, scientific 

literature in the administrative record supports the conclusions that the size 

of the grizzly bear population (which is affected by ESA delisting versus 

ESA listing) impacts the size of the huntable elk population.  SAF/RMEF 

FER 30, 34 (FWS_LIT_000790, 794: “[G]rizzly and black bears, rather 

than wolves, are having a greater impact on neonatal elk calf mortality than 

any other predator… Bears accounted for approximately 55-60% of all 

death (including both predation and non-predation) for tagged elk 

calves…”).  Appellee Alliance supplies no evidence of its own to rebut the 

declarations supplied with the SAF/RMEF opening brief, and just contends 

that RMEF is speculating.  SAF/RMEF has supplied more than enough 

evidence to at least raise a genuine fact issue sufficient to prevent a 

plaintiff’s summary judgment under Fed.R.Civ.P. 56.  
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The remaining Appellee Alliance arguments challenging the existence of 

injuries are also unpersuasive.  Discussing protection of hunting dogs, Appellee 

Alliance charges SAF/RMEF with “fail[ing] to disclose” that FWS regulations allow 

“take” of grizzlies not only in self-defense and in defense of other persons, but also 

in defense of livestock, crops, and beehives, if efforts to translocate the grizzly to 

another location have been unsuccessful.  50 C.F.R. 17.40(b)(1)(i); DE 93, p. 32.  

However, the additional exceptions to the “take” prohibition are inapplicable, so the 

charge of failure to disclose is baseless.  Hunting dogs are not livestock, crops, or 

beehives.13  

If Appellee Alliance contends that SAF/RMEF must numerically quantify the 

risk a grizzly bear will attack a hunting dog, no such quantification is necessary.  

The “injury-in-fact necessary for standing need not be large, an identifiable trifle 

will suffice.”  Sierra Club v. Franklin County Power of Illinois, LLC, 546 F.3d 918, 

925 (7th Cir. 2008) (quoting LaFleur v. Whitman, 300 F.3d 256, 270 (2d Cir. 2002); 

see also Backus v. General Mills, Inc., 122 F.Supp.3d 909, 919 (N.D. Cal. 2015) 

(quoting Preminger v. Peake, 552 F.3d 757, 763 (9th Cir. 2008)); Adams v. Watson, 

10 F.3d 915, 924 (1st Cir. 1993); Freedom from Religion Found. Inc. v. New 

Kensington Arnold Sch. Dist., 832 F.3d 469, 477 (3d Cir. 2016).  Requiring some 

                                                 
13  Also, a hunter encountering a grizzly bear in the woods attacking his hunting 
dog does not have time to call the authorities to assist in attempting grizzly bear 
translocation, the pre-requisite to using the livestock, crops, and beehive exception.  
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numeric showing of the frequency at which grizzly bears attack hunting dogs would 

be inconsistent with the concept that a single ‘trifle’ is sufficient to establish injury.  

Both the opening declaration and the reply declaration leave no doubt that grizzly 

attacks on hunting dogs have occurred.  See SAF/RMEF ER 1-9 and FER 19-27.  

As for redressability, Wyoming and Idaho chose to schedule grizzly bear hunts 

that were cancelled at the very last minute when the District Court prohibited 

hunting.  Plaintiff-Appellees ask the Court to indulge in the speculative possibility 

that those States might decline to reschedule hunts if the States prevail on appeal and 

the ESA “take” prohibition is again lifted.  It is far more likely that the two States 

would continue their policy of allowing limited grizzly hunted, if the federal 

prohibition is lifted.14  Reversal of the District Court’s vacatur of the 2017 GYE 

Grizzly Delisting Rule, thus reinstating that rule, would also terminate the ESA 

“take” prohibition that prevents SAF/RMEF members from using force to protect 

their hunting dogs when encountering a grizzly bear in the field.  As for elk habitat 

and elk hunting, the same disputed scientific issue concerning the injury analysis (the 

factual link between grizzly population levels and elk population levels) applies to 

the redressability analysis as applies to the injury analysis (a contested factual issue). 

                                                 
14  All three States have enacted statutes that allow the state wildlife agency to 
provide for hunting opportunities, and the Wyoming and Idaho agencies elected to 
actually provide that opportunity.  IDAHO CODE ANN. § 36-409(a), (b); MONT. CODE 

ANN. §§ 87-2-101(4), 87-5-302(2); WYO. STAT. ANN. § 23-1-101(a)(xii); WYO. 
STAT. ANN. § 23-2-101(j)(xxviii-xxix).  
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In a further misplaced challenge to the redressability element of standing, 

Appellees erroneously suggest that FWS might somehow decline to reinstate the 

2017 GYE Grizzly delisting rule if this appellate Court vacated the District Court’s 

order vacating the 2017 GYE Grizzly delisting rule.  Following the District Court’s 

ruling, FWS removed the delisting rule from the C.F.R. in ministerial compliance 

with the District Court’s Order, and it would similarly have to republish the delisting 

rule in the C.F.R. in “ministerial” compliance with any mandate of this Court 

vacating the District Court’s vacatur order.  See DE 124 at 8 (FWS reply brief).   

Appellees overlook that, should this Court reverse the District Court, FWS could 

only make its own regulatory decision to re-list the GYE grizzlies under the ESA if 

FWS first issued a proposed rule to do so, analyzed public comment, and complied 

with the rest of the ESA listing process and APA rulemaking procedures.  16 U.S.C. 

§ 1533(b)(4); 5 U.S.C. § 553.  FWS has not done that.  Once FWS completed the 

ESA delisting process in 2017, SAF/RMEF were protected by the ESA listing and 

delisting procedures, which require use of rulemaking to change listing status.  Thus, 

reversal of the vacatur of the GYE Grizzly Delisting Rule reinstates the Rule.  

 In summary, SAF/RMEF do not need to independently show Article III 

standing to appeal, because they can rely on the standing of Idaho and other 

intervenors, but if the Court were to require it, SAF/RMEF have in fact 

independently demonstrated standing.  
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III.   Appellees fail to show error in FWS’s determinations to continue ESA 
protections for other grizzly bear populations outside the GYE and  
that GYE delisting will not harm the other grizzly populations. 
 
Appellees provide very little response on the merits to SAF/RMEF’s 

discussion showing that FWS did in fact reasonably consider and evaluate the legal 

and functional effects of delisting the GYE grizzly bears on other grizzly populations 

within the original 1975 “Lower 48” threatened listing.   

Appellee Northern Cheyenne Tribe (“NCT”) wrongly implies that FWS has 

conceded that it failed to consider the legal and functional impact of delisting the 

GYE Grizzlies on other Lower 48 grizzly populations.  See DE 92, p. 42.  FWS made 

no such concession.  In its opening brief, FWS states: “The regulatory review 

[published by FWS after taking a further round of public comment] assessed the 

impact, both legal and biological, of the DPS delisting on the rest of the species that 

remains listed.”  DE 45, p. 12.15    

NCT complains that FWS’s discussion regarding the status of ESA protections 

for other grizzly populations was “terse.”  DE 92, p. 48.  However, neither the APA 

nor the ESA require detailed legal analysis from the agency.  See DE 78, pp. 19-20 

                                                 
15  Northern Cheyenne Tribe cites a statement in FWS’s opening brief in which 
FWS explains that it did not “resolve” a particular legal issue involving the precise 
definition of “species.”  DE 45, p. 22.  Through loose paraphrasing, NCT transforms 
that statement by FWS into a purported concession that FWS did not “consider” the 
legal issue.  DE 92, p. 42.  Like courts, agencies routinely make decisions without 
precisely resolving every legal issue encountered along the way.  This does not mean 
the issues were ignored by FWS, as NCT implies.  
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(discussing the requirement of 5 U.S.C. § 553(c) that the agency supply a “concise 

general statement of the basis and purpose” of a rule).  Accordingly, agency 

reasoning is not unlawful just because it is “terse.”  See City of Colorado Springs v. 

Solis, 589 F.3d 1121, 1134 (10th Cir. 2009).   

Where an agency changes its policies, it must provide somewhat more 

reasoning, but even then the dividing line is between “the tolerably terse and the 

intolerably mute.”  Northwest Environ. Def. Center v. Bonneville Power Admin., 477 

F.3d 668, 687-88 (9th Cir. 2007) (quoting Greater Boston Television Corp. v. FCC, 

444 F.3d 841, 852 (D.C. Cir. 1971)).  Logically then, an even “terser” explanation is 

“tolerable” where the agency merely acts to maintain the status quo, which FWS did 

in continuing ESA protections for other grizzly bear populations outside the GYE.  

See Appalachian Regional Healthcare, Inc. v. Shalala, 131 F.3d 1050, 1054 (D.C. 

Cir. 1997) (“To be sure, this case would be easier had the Board provided a more 

thorough explanation for its decision. But the Board’s decision is nevertheless 

‘tolerably terse.’”) (quoting Greater Boston Television Corp., supra).   

Appellee NCT quibbles with the outskirts of SAF / RMEF’s demonstration 

that FWS provided a legally adequate discussion on the issue of whether delisting the 

GYE grizzlies would negatively impact other grizzly populations, either through 

impairing continued legal eligibility for ESA listing or impairing migration.  DE 92, 

pp. 48-49.  In responding to SAF/RMEF’s opening brief, NCT offers no meaningful 
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response to the core points showing that FWS did not act arbitrarily and capriciously 

with respect to other grizzly populations within the 1975 ESA threatened listing: 

 In the GYE Grizzly Delisting Final Rule, FWS adopted the legal reasoning in 

Department of Interior Solicitor’s Opinion M-37018, which holds that a 

broader species listing under the ESA includes within it listings for all distinct 

populations segments within the broader listing (meaning that the delisting of 

DPS within the broader listing leaves the rest of the broader listing in full force 

and effect).  FWS ER 98; DE 78, pp. 20-21 (also citing Humane Society, 865 

F.3d at 593, 599-600, which affirmed the Solicitor’s Opinion).  

 In the Regulatory Review Determination, 83 Fed.Reg. 18737, 18741 (April 30, 

2018), FWS expanded upon that legal analysis, in reviewing the impact of the 

recent Humane Society decision.  DE 78, p. 23 (providing citations). 

 In both the Final Rule and Regulatory Review Determination, FWS evaluated 

at length the argument that delisting the GYE grizzly DPS might harm other 

grizzly populations by discouraging migration among populations, and found 

based on analysis of record evidence that this downside was unlikely to occur.   

DE 78, pp. 24-31 (providing citations).  FWS found migration was not 

occurring even with the presence of full ESA protections, due to the distance 

between the populations, and that post-delisting state laws and management 
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plans would sufficient retain non-federal protections for grizzly bears in the 

corridors where migration was most likely to occur in the future, so that GYE 

delisting was not a migration barrier.  Id.  This analysis was factual in nature.  

Rather than responding to these core points, Appellee NCT focuses its 

attention on a supporting point made by SAF/RMEF – that several judicial decisions 

have already recognized that smaller grizzly populations outside the GYE were 

eligible for independent listing status.  DE 92, p. 48; DE 78, p. 22.  Those decisions 

directed FWS to consider “uplisting” the much smaller isolated Cabinet-Yaak and 

Selkirk populations (located near Canada far from the GYE) from “threatened” to 

“endangered” status.16  As SAF/RMEF explained in their opening briefs, these 

judicial directions necessarily mean that those courts believed FWS could lawfully 

assign a different listing status to the smaller populations than to other grizzly bear 

populations within the original Lower 48 listing, which in turn means that the smaller 

populations could retain ESA protection after GYE delisting.  DE 78, p. 22.  NCT 

notes that FWS on several occasions determined not to “uplist” these smaller 

populations, either due to a conclusion that the smaller population was threatened 

rather than endangered, or due to FWS lacking the resources needed to carry out an 

uplisting.  DE 92, p. 48.  NCT fails to comprehend the salient point.  The salient 

16  See Alliance for Wild Rockies v. Zinke, 265 F.Supp.3d 1161, 1174-81 (D. 
Mont. 2017); Carlton v. Babbitt, 26 F.Supp.2d 102, 112 (D.D.C. 1998).  FWS itself 
considered uplisting the small Northern Cascades population (also near Canada).   
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point is that the courts issuing those decisions necessarily believed that the smaller 

populations can be independently evaluated for their own proper listing status, and so 

do not have to be delisted just because the GYE is delisted.17  This supports FWS 

decision to continue ESA protections for the other grizzly populations in this case.  

Appellees are not entitled to final resolution by FWS of every nuanced legal 

and factual issue that may arise down the road in relation to GYE grizzly bear 

delisting.  San Luis & Delta-Mendota Water Authority v. Jewell, 747 F.3d 581, 621 

(9th Cir. 2014).  FWS provided sufficient reasoning for its decision to continue ESA 

protections for other grizzly populations, and its fact findings that delisting the GYE 

DPS will not harm other grizzly populations through restricting migration. 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated in Appellants’ briefing, this Court should reverse the 

District Court’s vacatur of the 2017 GYE Grizzly Delisting Rule.  

17 NCT contend that the unoccupied Bitterroot area would not be eligible for 
ESA protections absent specific findings by FWS.  DE 92, p. 49.  However, NCT 
overlooks that the Bitterroot area is also within the scope of the original 1975 ESA 
listing.  FWS ER 401.  Thus the Bitterroot area may retain ESA protected status 
following GYE grizzly delisting under the rationale stated in Solicitor’s Opinion M-
37018, which FWS incorporated into the Final Rule, and which is reviewed above.  
Contrary to Appellee’s suggestion, SAF/RMEF correctly noted the special 
experimental status of the Bitterroot area, which provides a further basis for separate 
regulatory treatment under the ESA of any grizzly bears that might in the future 
inhabit that area.  See 16 U.S.C. § 1539(j)(2)(C) (a designated experimental 
population “shall be treated as a threatened species,” subject to one exception, even if 
the biological species of which it is a part has some other listed status).  
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Respectfully submitted this 1st day of November 2019, 

/s/ James Lister 
James H. Lister  
BIRCH HORTON BITTNER & CHEROT, P.C. 
1100 Connecticut Ave., N.W. Suite 825 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
Telephone: (202) 659-5800 
Facsimile: (202) 659-1027 
Email: jlister@dc.bhb.com 

Attorneys for Defendant-Intervenors 
Sportsmen’s Alliance Foundation and 

Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation 
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